We derive a power series representation of an arbitrary electromagnetic field near some axis through the coaxial field components on the axis. The obtained equations are compared with Fourier-Bessel series approach and verified by several examples. It is shown that for each azimuthal mode we need only two real functions on the axis in order to describe the field in a source free region near to it. The representation of dipole mode in a superconducting radio-frequency gun is analyzed.
I. INTRODUCTION
The modern particle accelerators based on radio-frequency technology use electromagnetic fields for the particle acceleration and the guiding [1, 2] . In order to study the beam dynamics numerically we need a representation of the external fields near to the beam trajectory.
In some ideal symmetric structures the fields can be described analytically. However, in most cases they are obtained numerically with help of electromagnetic solvers [3] or measured experimentally. For accurate beam dynamics simulations we need a sampling of the fields on a three dimensional mesh with a high resolution.
In this paper we suggest an approach to describe an arbitrary time varying electromagnetic field as a superposition of several real functions on the reference trajectory only. Such approach is used already in code ASTRA [4] , for example. mented with expansion up to the third order in radial coordinate. Our main interest is to generalize this technique on arbitrary electromagnetic fields in a source free region with a goal to use this compact and computationally efficient representation in beam dynamics codes [5, 6] .
The field power series representations are used in modern map-based beam dynamics codes to model magnetic elements [7] . However, as noted in [8] , for the radio-frequency (rf) cavities the transfer maps are usually computed as either energy kicks or linear maps. In [8] a method for including the non-linear effects of rf cavities in a map-based code is introduced. However, the obtained equations are not local: they include Fourier transforms in time and space coordinates. The axial field representation is described in [8] only for monopole field and a numerical analysis is done only for monopole field as well.
The power series representation developed in this paper is local: it does not require any integral transformations or special functions. For each azimuthal mode we need to know only two real functions on the axis in order to describe the field in a source free region near to it.
We start in Section II with the Maxwell's equations in cylindrical coordinates and describe some helpful relations between the field components. In Section III we consider an approach based on Fourier-Bessel series. A simple argumentation and an example of analytical solenoid field in Section V A highlight an inaccuracy and inefficiency of such approach in attempt to present the electromagnetic fields through the coaxial field components on the axis. In Section IV we derive another representation of electromagnetic fields based on power series expansion in radial cordinate. Section V contains three examples. The first example is the solenoid magnetic field. We use it to demonstrate that our equations reproduce the well known result published, for example, in [9] , and that the power series approach is more accurate with less computational efforts as compared to the method based on Fourier-Bessel series. The second and the third examples are dipole harmonic fields. We derive all equations in an explicit form and use them to present the dipole modes in a spherical cavity and in a superconducting rf gun [2] . The accuracy of the numerical resuts is analysed. The power series representation of the dipole mode in the gun is compared with the direct results from an eigenmode solver.
The equations are written in Gaussian units.
II. ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD EQUATIONS IN CYLINDRICAL

COORDINATES
In cylindrical coordinates (r, θ, z) an arbitrary electromagnetic field (E, B) near the z-axis can be represented as Fourier series azimuthal expansion
Let us consider a source free domain around z-axis. The Maxwell's equations for the azimuthal harmonics at each azimuthal number m read
where c is the speed of light in vacuum. Taking the real and the imaginary parts of equations in system (1) we separete them into two independent sets of equations.
Each of the two systems can be written in the form
where M = m for for the first set of variables
and M = −m for the second set of variables
We will call the first set of variables "M + " field and the second set will be denoted
From Eq. (2) we can derive the second order wave equations for the longitudinal components only
where symbol denotes the d'Alambert operator [10]
Each of the transverse field components can be related to the longitudinal field components through the relations
where −1 is an integral operator inverse to the d'Alambert operator . This integral can be written with the help of Green's function [10] when the initial and the boundary conditions are given. However, we do not need the explicit form of this operator as we only will use the property −1 = 1.
III. AXIAL REPRESENTATION OF ELCTROMAGNETIC FIELDS THROUGH FOURIER-BESSEL SERIES
In this section we will assume that the fields have support only in interval −Z ≤ z < Z. A general solution of the wave equations (3) for the longitudinal field components can be written as Fourier-Bessel series
The transverse field components read
From Eq. (4) we obtain the representation of the coefficients of the transverse fields through the coefficients of the longitudinal fields
In this paper we are interested in representation of the fields near some axis through the field values on the axis. In order to be able to present an arbitrary field components (or their derivatives) on the axis we have to take k z,p to be real.
Hence if the field has harmonics with |k| < |k z,p | then the Bessel functions will have an imaginary argument and will show an exponential growth for large arguments.
In finite-digit arithmetic of the computer such representation will be accurate only in small vicinity of the axis and will deverge fast with increasing of the order of harmonics or the distance from the axis. We will confirm it by an analytical example of solenoid field in Section V A. Additional drawback of this representation is usage of large number of different special functions at each point of interest. Such kind of interpolaion requires considerable computational time.
In the next Section we will work out an another representation which allows an accurate description of electromagnetic fields up to boundaries of the source free domain with small number of arithmetic operations.
IV. AXIAL REPRESENTATION OF ELCTROMAGNETIC FIELDS THROUGH POWER SERIES
We will seek the solution for all field components in the form of the Taylor series expansion near the axis. For example, the longitudinal components of the fields read
A similar form of the expansion is used for the transverse field components as well.
If we put Eq. (8) into Eq. (3) we will find out that the expansion coefficients fulfill the recursive relations
In the same manner we derive from Eq. (4) a relation relating the radial electric field expansion coefficients to the longitudinal ones
.
In order to remove the integral operator −1 from the last equation we use the recursive relation Eq. (9) and obtain
Likewise the coefficients of other transverse components can be written as
derive the initial conditions on the expansion coefficients
For m even the longitudinal field components have the expansion only in even powers of r:
where the coefficients are related by recursive Eq. Hence the harmonic of the full field for the azimuathal number m > 0 can be written as direct sum of M+ and M− fileds: The higher order coefficients can be found in the same manner as before from Eq. (9)- (11) . In order to describe the TM field with non-zero field components (E r , E z , B θ ) we need only one real function on the axis: E z (0, z, t). Likewise the TE field can be described with only one function B z (0, z, t) on the axis.
The axial power series representation introduced above is local: it do not use any integral transformations in space or in time. For each arbitrary fixed point (r 0 , θ 0 , z 0 , t 0 ) the field expansion coefficients depend only on the field in infinitesimally small area near to the point (0, θ 0 , z 0 , t 0 ) on the axis. Hence Eq. (9)- (11) are correct for any kind of boundary or initial conditions in a source free region of interest.
The representation witn infinie sums is exact for any solution of the Maxwell's equations in a source free region. However, we are working with finite sums in the finite-digit computer arithmetic. Additionally, the power series representation obtained in this section requires to calculate the higher order derivatives of functions on the axis. In the finite-digit computer arithmetic or for data with errors it will cause a large inaccuracy and high frequency oscillations of large amplitudes. We will analyze these issues in the next section on several examples calculated with 64 bit floating point arithmetic.
V. EXAMPLES OF AXAL REPRESENTATION OF FIELDS AND ERROR ANALYSIS A. Field of finite solenoid
As our first example we consider the magnetic field of solenoid. The field is static and axially symmetric. We write below the explicit form of expansions in
Fourier-Bessel series of Section III and in power series of Section IV. The both expansions will be analyzed and compared on the analytical example of thin finite solenoid.
The power series expansion can be obtained from Eq. (13)- (15) the axis reads
The radial magnetic field component expands in non-even powers of r
with coefficients
The representations obtained coincide with the ones published earlier, for example, in [9] . 
The expansion coefficients can be found through the relations
where the last equation is obtained from Eq. (7) with m = 0, k = 0.
If the field B z is known in some transverse plane (for example at plane with z = 0 ) then it is possible to take ν z,p as real numbers. However, we are interested in a representation through the field known only on the axis. Hence we have to choose
as real numbers and, as consequence, the numbers ν z,p are imaginary ones.
Hence the Bessel functions will show an exponential growth for large arguments.
We apply the both representations to the field of thin solenoid of length L. The analytical form of the solution was derived in [11, 12] and can be found in Appendix B. The solenoid has the radius a = The number of arithmetic operations for the power series approach is negligible as compared to that required for the calcuation of many special functions in the Fourier-Bessel series approach.
B. A harmonic field near the axis
In this section we consider the power series representation of Section IV for electromagnetic fileds with harmonic dependence on time:
E(r, θ, z, t) = E(r, θ, z) cos(kct), B(r, θ, z, t) = B(r, θ, z) sin(kct).
For the harmonic fileds with such time dependence the equations of Section IV should be modified in the following way: we have to replace the time derivative The Taylor series expansion of the longitudinal field components near the axis z has only non-even powers
with the expansion coefficients defined by relations 
, where we use Eq. (12) and assume that the radial field components on the axis are known. The power series representations of the transverse field components in the whole source free domain have only even powers in radial coordinate
with the coefficients expressed through the expansion coefficients of the longitudinal field components only
The coefficients of the field representation in explicit form up to fourth order read e z,1 = ∂ ∂z e r,0 − Mkb r,0 , e z,3 =
∂z 2 e z,1 8 ,
,
24 , 
24
As a first example we consider the dipole T M 132 mode [15] in a perfectly conducting spherical resonator with radius a. The radial field components on the axis are:
The azimuathal magnetic field component B
θ calculated by Eq. (23) with N = 6 terms is presented in the left plot of Fig. 3 . The relative error of the approximation
(kρ) cos(ψ) + 15 cos(3ψ) , is shown in the right plot in Fig. 3 up to radius r = 0.5a.
As the last example we consider a dipole mode ("M − ") in the rf gun cavity sketched in Fig. 4 . The dipole mode of frequency f = 1.68483 GHz was calculated numerically. The fields are scaled such that the total energy in the entire computational domain is 1 Joule. We consider the field components, Eq. (20), at time t = 0.125/ f and at the transverse position x = 15 mm, y = 15 mm.
The right plot in Fig. 4 shows the longitudinal fields. The black solid curves present the fields from the electromagnetic solver [14] . However, for the components E y , B x in the right plot only the approximation with three coefficients, N = 3, reproduces the field components with the resolution of the graph.
VI. SUMMARY
In this paper we have derived a representation of arbitrary electromagnetic fields near some axis through the coaxial filed components on the axis. The obtained representation is more accurate and requires less computational efforts than the Fourier-Bessel series approach. It was confirmed by several examples that the power series representation reproduces the electromagnetic fields accurately near to the reference orbit.
